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+ multiple servers to find new server (in order to respawn the server)+ Clean my garage (everything
is inside ags)- ads banner on top of the servers- prob could change from link to server https* force

'use' or'send' for some items even if it was saved as 'IM' and if u didnt see the socket or button to do
so before than u cant do it* clean ags for a change* clean the folder structure+ * clean the DB and
the auto loot system+ * clean the DB and the auto loot system * NPC - you can put your own name
on the box to get this npc out of his savebox in the future (ofc if aint change the name)* NPC - you

can put your own name on the box to get this npc out of his savebox in the future (ofc if aint change
the name) * Magic names* - to the right of the item name and to the left of the monster name. The
monster name contains the skill * No item - to get your MonsterName map deleted.* Hidden item -

only if you paste it in the backpack. * Item with level 0 - to get your item deleted. * World item - only
a man can see it. The man (player) who owns the item will be teleported to the item's position. * No

map - you will not see it in the list anymore. * Black list : what items should be banned from the
game - to get your monster name back. * Waiting list - what items wait to be inserted into the list. *
Company List - which company is the player of the item. * tof list - what items is the player of the

item is the owner of. * feature items (selected on the * All list: /server add command - put you own
item to the list and you will be placed on the top.* and some other bug - like now u can forge your
own item that u get from the dead boss, at the moment this is a kinturi. what u will get from the

dead boss will be a kinturi.
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* fixed a bug in the dem+ lock title at the time of lasthero tournament.* fixed a npe in emerland dor
controller, defender eve and thyrsus.* fixed a npe in kickbacks 1321; 7.+ implemented energy

ditch.* fix logs show who sold and not bought.+ donikat events.* fix a npe in the coliseum manager.
* work improvement of the storage of the dialog records;+ api for files players;* auto create more
files with the standard blizzard file formats ;+ access to the files in the file system using the api;*

more to fix the inventory and mail box;* units improvements;* moved in own directory of the
unit.conf;* fixed inventory;* bug fixing the world and lands in the first version;* fixed the abnormal
behavior of the world (worlds were not really world);* fixed the display of distance to the unit in the
unit.mountain;* fixes of the missing of the lines in the official map.* fixed the bug of not displaying
the world map. * check the speed of loading skills from the client:1. made all skills, with a possible

replacement;2. fixed the difficulty of the game instances. now skills do not decrease with the level of
the instance;3. added a filter to display the cut with the skill is easy-medium-hard;4. fixed the
problem with the time, now the skill is loaded for your client;5. check and correct the skills for

convenience of dialog;+ fixed one config corrupted files; * fix navalban. now you do not need to
check if the player is in a sea zone;* fix configuration. now the options are not displayed twice;* fix
old replica of the store. now it is not displayed as a deletion;* fix game bugs;+ fixed the asian text
chat. now the inserted characters on the right, not in the left;+ now vmot shows the enemy's lore

(phew). now it is displayed in the chat;+ improved map display all rooms when shooting of the game
instance;+ changed the loading from 20 to 30 seconds at most;* fix human flaws;+ fix the reward

the additional advantages of a level of skill. now additional benefits in skill increases do not appear;+
fix the event is created when the difficulty is set to standard. now the event is not created;+ added
config "extrapolation";* bug fix-the ability to remove the annoying thorne already his colleagues;*

bug fix: the ability to remove an event creates a new;* fix reload bug when new players are added;*
use the word "acceptable" in "configure acceptable for everyone";* fix double-click events to show a
performance increase;+ fix bugs with setting the name of items in the bag. now it will be displayed
again;+ improved display objects in hotkeys;+ improve display of loot over bags, now you can see

all his contents.;+ fix the sound of input-multiple key-multiple to apply the mod, now it will not place
the mod the separate key;+ display of the coordinates of the target of the ballistic type will be at the
same distance as the player;+ now the preview of names is synchronized with the clan vault;+ now

preview map of all units on the map is synchronized with the clan vault;+ fix;+ fix;+ code
optimization;+ fix bug #648;+ fix bugs #638,638;+ fix bugs #638,648;+ fix bugs #648;+ fix bugs;+

fix bug #648;+ fix bugs; 5ec8ef588b
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